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ABSTRACT 

ln rnany cases, the failure of. agricullural development. projcct.s has 
bccn altri buted to a Jack o f understanding of farmers varied circumstanccs , 
and o f the practices and stratcgies they adopt Lo achieve their goals. ln order 
to ovcrcomc this problem, the need for a preliminary phase o f a d irccted 
diagnosis prio r to any rcscarch and dcvclopment actio ns, is now widcly rc
cognizcd . lts gencral objectives arc to undcrstand the internal coherence and 
to classify the cxisting farming systems according to thcir socio - econornic 
object ives and the kinds of problems faced in reaching them . 

T hi s paper prcsents a set of tools a rticulated in t.o a global, systemic 
and histo rical approach bascd on the coherence concept o f agrarian system . 
After a dcfinit ion o f its main intcrrela tecl variables, each step o f the metho
dology o f di agnosis pro.poscd here is dcscribed and illustrated by examples 
from the rice - growing area of Sathing Phra. 

T he fi rs t stage involvcs an agro - ccological zonation and analysis of 
the reccnt technical and socio - economic transformatio ns of the regiona l 
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context in order to understand the organization of the landscape and its evo
Jution. This is followed by the selection of different types of villages and a 
limited number of agricultural production systems for an in - depth analysis 
of their functioning pattern. The subsequent building of a functional typolo
gy of the local farming systems based on the differentiation of their socio
economic objectives and the constraints to achieving them constitutes a key 
stage. Finally the role and evolutionary trend of each type of farming systems 
identified are evaluated in a synthesis at the regional agrarian system level. 
Taking into account the national agricultural policy and the international 
environment, priorities can be given to the various problems identified at the 
farm level to fced the second phase of on - farm design of appropriate tech
nologies or socio - economic organizations for each type of agricultural 
production system concerned. 

INTRODUCTION 

Too often, the failure of agricultural development projects is attri
buted to a misappreciation of the real conditions of production. In most of 
these cases, farmers'objectives, as well as the strategies they adopt to achieve 
them are simply ignored. In fact, they are of paramount importance if one is 
trying to understand the rationale of farmers'existing practices. Thus, the 
need for an holistic preliminary diagnosis, prior to agricultural applied research 
or devclopment actions, is now widely recognized (Du fumier, 1987). 

The method of diagnosis on agrarian systems1 whic~ is proposed here 
focuses on the study of the functioning and evolution of the different types of 
agricultural production sys"tems (APS)2 in a small, quite homogeneous, re
gional area. This approach departs from the usual following linear diagram : 

Researcher----~--~ Extensionist-------_,.Farmer 

In this approach, "technological packages" are produced but are vcry 
often inappropriate to farmers' circumstances. This is because, as they are 

1. AGRARIAN SYSTEM = an historically constitutcd mode of exploitation of the 
environment , durably adapted to the bioclimatic conditions of a given area and corrcsponding 
to the local social conditions and needs al that moment (MAZOYER, 1985). 

2. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM = a whole structured set of plants, 
animais and other productions or activitics sclected by a farmer for his production unit in order 
to realize his objectives. 
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designed mostly through on - experimental station research work, their do
mains of extrapolation have not been delimited. Farmers and on - station re
searchers are working in fundamentally different situations (Figure 1). 

The real problem is : how to translate a scientific knowlcdge from the 
station into an action rule for farmers? 

RESEARCH STATION FARMERS APS 

OBJECTIVE = To maximizc the physical To optimizc the fonction ing 

production of one spccics o( a more or lcss complcx APS. 

pcr land unit. 

BIO-PHYSICAL Prcdominancc of homogc- llctcrogcnc ity is dominant 

ENVIRONMENT = ncous plots. at the farm and plol lcvcls. 

Total control of ail the T he control of many vari-

variables is possible. ables is 1imitcd. 

FACJ'ORS OF Not limiting and wcll con- At lcast one of t.hcm is 

PRODUC flON = trollcd . limiting (land, labor, 

cquipmcnt and capital). 

RISK FAC..'TOR = Conscqucnccs of a complclc ! las to be limitcd in ordc r 

failurc arc of limitcd to guarantcc the survival 

importance. of the APS. 

Figure J. Comparison hetwccn on - station and on - farm conditions for 
the production of agricullural technical rcfcrcnccs. 

In such situations, the reinforcement of the agricultural extension net
work and the sophistication of its methods of work are not very useful in face 
of what is commonly interpreted as a "resistance" from the farmers to adopt 
the proposed new technologies . But more and more, the necessity for the 
agricultural researcher to adapt his technical references to the real conditions 
of production faced by the farmers becomes evident. In such an enterprise, a 
new type of relationships between partners has to be set up. It is possible to 
symbolize it in the following manner. 
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Farmers ~"' Researchers ::::':::=======:::;: Extensionists 

To do so, the researcher needs to improve his knowledge of the inter
nai coherence and diversity of the functionings of the APS in his area. At the 
same time, the rolc of the extension worker will be, more and more, to pro
vide the different groups of farmers with adapted technical advice. 

The preliminary diagnosis is the first step. lt has to take into conside

ration facts wh ich were largely put aside before, such as : 

- The heterogcneities of both the natural and socio - economic environ

ments. 

- The whole complexity of the APS. 

- The farmers' varied socio - economic objectives (food production 
for the family, levcl of cash income, living·standarcl, .. .. ), as well as the dif
ferentiated strategies they select in order to achieve them. 

The methodology'of the diagnosis presented here is : 

- systemic : it aims at understanding interactions between phcnomena 
at various scales of Jevels of perception, from the plot to the region or even to 
the world market if necessary. The farm is here considered as a system fin a

lised by farmer's objectives. 

- dynamic : the knowledge of the evolution of the agro - ecological 
environment and the on going process of socio - economic differentiation 
is used to explain the present situation of the agrarian system. 

- an interdisciplinary approach : th is unables the gencration of expla
natory hypotheses at various lcvcls of perception and the achievement of a 
common global unclerstanding of a small rcgional agricultural situation . 

The concept of agrarian systems and the theory of their evolution and 

d ifferentiation (Mazoyer, 1978) have bcen used to build this methodology 
of cliagnosis, and to organize observations, analysis and interpretation of real 
complex agrarian situations. 
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VARIABLES AND APPLICATION OF THE 
CONCEPT OF AGRARIAN SYSTEMS 

The two steps o f the theoretical work which has been used are : 

1. The iden tification and characterization of the necessary and suffi

cicnt variables of the concept of agrarian systems : this includes the under
standing oftheir interactions because, as shown in F igure 2, t hey cannot be 
analysed independently. The knowledge of these relationships between es
sential variables allows the identi fication of the existing conditions_.of a given 
type of agrarian systems. The fact that, beyond a certain stage of develop
ment, an agrarian systems cannot be understood without its relations to the 

other economic sectors of the social formation is noteworthy. 

2. T he study of the qualitative changes of these relat ionships among 

the essential variables along the agrarian h istory : while applying the concept, 
the theory of the evolution ·and differentiation of the agrarian systems is gra-

dually built. 

Scientific analysis of such complex situations implies continuous theo
retical work in order to go beyond superficial and empirical knowledge. Faeing 
a multitude of observed facts, only a theoretical mode! can help to select t he 

determining elements and interactions which have to be understood in order 
to make possible the interpretation of most of the real situation observed. 
With such a theory in hand, the reality can be pertinently questioned and 
each key observation finds its place in a global and coherent frap1ework in 
which explanatory relations are gradually established (Sebillotte, 1974) . 

For example, the proposition of a typology of APS in one area is an 
over simplification of an infinitcly richer reality (no farm is identical to an
other one). But only the definition of sueh types, in a very limited number, 
can help to observe, understand and measure the extent o f the process of 

socio - economic differentiation among the farmers in this area . 

The main steps of the methodology of diagnosis on agrarian systems, 
which has been tested during the 1982 - 83 crop year in Sathing phra district
Southern Thailand (Map 1), are shown in Figure 3 . Three essential levcls of 
perception of the phenomena are used to organize the recorded information, 

they a re: 

- the agrarian systems : this is the synthetic regional level. Ils bounda

ries are defined by its fun etioning logic, according to the importance of its 
relationships with macro - levels. Geographically, it is preferably a small re
gional area (from one tambon to one changwat) which displays a certain ho-
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l · UPLAND, MAINLY FORESTED 

2 - PROVINCIAL CAPITAL 

J · DISTRICr HEADQUARTERS 

4 - NATIONAL HIGHWAY 

5 - PROVINCIAL ROAD 

6 - RAILWAY 

7 - FERRY 

8 - INTE RNATIONAL fRONTIER 

MAP 1 : POSITION Of' THE Si\THING PIIRA PENINSULA IN 

SOUTHERN THAILAND 
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mogeneity in the organization of its landscapcs, and hcnce in its relations 
between the agroecosystem and the socio - economic environment. The study 
of its present takes into consideration the main recent transformations 
which have stood out as landmarks in the local agrarian history. 

- the APS : hcre the scale is the household. The basic hypothesis macle 
is that the necessary adaptation of farmers' existing practices to the heteroge
neities of the natural environment and the evolULion of the socio - ceonomic 
conditions has lcd to a more or less important diversity of types of APS having 
di fferentiatecl socio - economic objectives and global strategies to achieve 

them. 

Figure 2. The concept of agrarian system 
rclationships. 
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CHOICE OF THE AREA 
1 

lnvcntory or the availablc 

sccon<lary data 

AGRO-ECOLOGICAL ZONATION 1 

/ 
Ddinilion of the main homogc· 
ncous agro-ecological units + 
Frcqucntial analysis o f 1hc 
local climatc l 

~ 
Study o r the r ccc111 tcch nical and 

socio -ccono mic ch..1ngcs = dynamics 
of the agro-ccological units 

CHOICE OF A UMITED SAMPLE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (APS) 

/ 
Scarch for the maximum divcrs ity 

of types o f villages. cropping 
and animal rearing syste ms l Samplc covcring the who lc range o f 

the local str·ucturcs of agricultural production 

ANAL YSIS OF THE FUNCTIONING OF THE DIFFERENT APS 

/ 
Jnvcntory of 1hc mcans of production 

+ 

Histo r ical account of the APS j Monito ring of the APS managcmcnr 

.ilo ng a cultiva tion cycle 
(agronomical survcy) 

+ 
Analysis of the farmcr·s projcc1s 

/ TYPOLOGY OF APS BASED ON THEIR FUNCTIONING AND HISTORY 1 

Global management ~y o f the 1 Socio·cco1~ objectives of the 
former former 

QUALITATIVE MODEL OF EVOLUTION OF THE AGRARIAN SYSTEM 

Frcqucm:y of cach type of APS 

+ 

Re lations bctwccn thcm and with 

the extcrior 

Evaluation o r the rcproducribilil y 

of cach 1ypc of APS 

DIVERSIFIED AND ADAPTED TOPICS FOR APPLIED RESEARCH 

Figure 3. The successive steps of the diagnosis on agrarian systems and 
outputs at cach stcp of the process. 
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- the cropping or animal rearing systems1 : at the plot or herd levels 

farmers' technical choices are considered as compromises between potentiali
ties and constraints of the bio - physical environment and the relative scarcity 
of certain economic factors of production. Based on this lénowledge, new 
adapted itineraries of techniqucs2 can be imagincd and tested in ordcr to 
remove the previously graded limiting factors. In other cases, the systemic 

approach allows to solve the problcm through modifications elsewhcre in the 
functioning ~f the APS. 

Even though in practice many overlaps may occur when carrying out 
such a diagnosis, each step of the mcthodology is now discussed and illustrated 
below. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND DYNAMICS OF THE 
MAIN AGRO - ECOLOGICAL UNITS 

This first step begins with the realization of an agro - ecological zonation 
of the selected area, and is followed by a historical analysis of the reccnt 
technical and socio - economic ttansformations of the local agrarian system. 

1. The rcgional agro - ccological zonation 

The objective of this zonation is twofold : 

- To identify the dominant hcterogeneities of the landscape and cha
racterize several main agro - ecological units. The homogeneity of each unit 

is defined by the similar conditions of its climate - soi! plant/crop complex. 

- To single out the variables of the-ecosystem which, in interaction 
with socio - economic factors, are fundamental in order to explain the regio
nal distribution of the cropping and animal rearing systems. 

The description of these agro - ecological units is based on the existing 
documentation about the area (topographical and soil maps, aerial and satel
lites imageries, climatological records over a long period of lime, demogra-

1. C ROPPING SYSTEM = the succtssion of crops and techniques performcd on a plot 

of land. Il expresses the farmcr's choicc of plant population combinations to reach his obicctivcs 
in a givcn natural and socio - cconomic cnvironmcnt. 

2. IT/NE RARY OF TECHNIQUES = a logical and well - ordered combination of the 

techniques applied to a crop by the fanncr lo achicvc his objectives (SEBILLOTTE, 1978). 
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phic and agricultural statistics, .. . ) and runs of several carefully selected line 
transects which cross the whole range of heterogeneities of the area. Each 
unit is characterized by a degree of artificialization of the ecosystem which 

reflects its potentialities and constraints to agricultural production, according 
to the instruments of production available at that moment. The result of 
such a work carried out South of Sathing Phra district is shown Oil Map 2. 
The information recorded during the field runs showed that the microtopo
graphy, and the related soi! - water interaction, were the essential cri.teria to 
take into account when describing the distribution of the cropping and animal 
raising systems, or explaining the logic of rnany farmers' existing practices 

(Trebuil et al., 1983). 

With such mapping in hand, differcnt types of villages can be defincd, 
according to the combination of the agro - ecological units on their terri tories 
and the kind of socio - economic infrastructure a\'ailable (roads, .. .. ). Thus in 
Sathing Phra area, three types of villages have been inventoried: 

- Type I village = combination of lower flood - prone paddies with 
medium and higher paddies associated with sugar palms (Borassus nabcllifcr). 

Gardens on sand - bars, close to the sea and along the highway. 

- Type Il village = same association of paddyfields but fewer gardens 

(narrow sand bars, hillocks) and no main highway passing through. 

- Type lll village = medium to higher paddies associated with sugar 

palms close to swampy grassland beside the lagoon. 

A more extensive, but also far more expensive, zonation of the same 
area bas been carried out in 1986 - 87 using the Spot satellite numeric data 
(Bruneau et al., 1988). Such agro - ecological mapping is ver y useful a gain 
when extrapolating the possible use of a promising itinerary of techniques 
adapted to the functioning of a specific type of APS in the area. 

The principle of zonation can also be _successfully applied to the cha
racterization of the local climate. The frequential analysis which is proposed 
aims at delimiting the cropping seasons (using a comparison between rainfall 
and potential evapotranspiration). Their interannual variability, an impor
tant factor to consider when evaluating farmers' practices, can also be dis-

played on a graph (Figure 4) . 

At the end of this step, the main regional cropping patterns can be 
located in their specific bio - physical environments (Figure 5). But beyond 
this static analysis of the spatial distribution of the present agricultural pro
duction, only the historical account of the creation and evolution of these 
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Figure s. Main cropping patterns in Sathing Phra Arca · Southern Thailand. 
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agro - ecological units allows the identification of the origin of possible Jack 
of agro - ecoJogical balance. At the same time, the process of socio - econo
mic differentiation among the local peasantry can be analysed. 

2. Historical account of the recent technical and socio - economic 
transformations of the agrarian system. 

This work is based on informai interviews with old people (farmers, 
officiais, monks, .... ) in order to determine the main recent changes which have 
modified the organization of agricultural production. Particularly, the study 
focuses on the evolution of the dialectical relationships between farmers' 
practices (the mode of artificialization of the ecosystem) and the state and 
maintenance of local natural resources. As new techniques become available, 
the raie of certain bio - physical f~ctors in the distribution of agricultural 
production is changing. For exan1ple, in Sathing Phra area, the possibility to 
rent four - wheel tractors since the early 70's has allowed the farmers to grow 
rice, every year, over all the alluvial plain, including in very clayey and early 
submerged agro - ecological unit 9. On the other hand, the effects of the 
adoption of these new itineraries of techniques by the farmers on the main
tenance of the agro - ecological environment have to be evaluated. Thus, 
Sathing Phra farmers declare that the mechanization of land preparation for 
rice and the related deerease of cattle rearing tend to favour weed infestation 
in paddies. But, even ';Vhen such kind of information is very plausible, it 
should be used to generate hypotheses only. 

The pertinent information can be summarized in a simple way by pre 
paring an historical profile such as the one proposed in Figure 6. Technical 
facts (date, origin, cause of the introduction or disappearance of a new crop, 
domestie animal or cultural practice) are matched with socio - economic 
changes in the farms environment (demographic pressure, new infrastructure 
and services, access to new markets, . .. ). 

When possible, the information provided by selected informants has 
to be checked. For example, the use of chronological series of aerial imagery 
permits mapping of the dynamics of the main artificialized agroecological 
units (Map 3). A more detailed historical account of the Sathing Phra agrarian 
system has been published elsewhere (Trebuil et al., 1983 ; Trebuil, 
1984). Here, we just want to underline the originality of the modalities of the 
opening of this area to the market economy. When it is compared to the 
transformations of agriculture during the post second world war era, at both 
national and southern regional levels, this evolution seems to be twice margi
nal . Firstly, the expansion of the cultivated area has been quickly and na-
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Figure 6 : Historical profile of the recent agrarian changes in 
Sathing Phra arca. 
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• Im1l0rts o r firewood (mainly rubbc r} 
for suga r production is cxpandin,g 
(annual production of somc 10.lXXlt 
mainly exportcd to Malaysia} . 

• A wood and tirnc-saving two-pan 
slovc for palm sugar production 
is introduccd . 

• Mo re orr-rarm non-agricult ural 
activities arc availablc (shrimp 
dcshclling .... }. 

• "Arl hit canal" is dug. 

• Ko Yo bridges a rc open to lraffic, 
linking S.P. pcninsula to Ha.td Yai 
- Songkhla urban and industrialî
s ing arcas . 

A "Songkhla Lake Planning Study" 
is carrit:::d out (salinity barric r 
on thc 'lagoon, irrigalion on the 
pcninsula) . 

Source = survcys by the author. 

O 0.5 1km 
L....-----1 

~ 
~ 

1 - U NIN HA IHTED COAST ( 1974) 

2 - GARDEN-VILLAGES (1 974) 
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Dl 

J - RICE-FIELD CO-PLANTED WITH PALMYRA PALM IN 1966 

4 - RI CE-FIELDS WITHOUT PALMYRA PALM IN 1966 O R 1974 

5 - RI CE-FIELDS WITHOUT PALMYRA PALM IN 1966, WITH IN 1974 

6 - MARSJ IES ALONGSIDE THE LAGOON ( 1974) 

7 - SWAMP WOOOLAND ALONGS!DE THE LAGOON (1974) 

8 - ROADS ( 1974) 

MAI' 3: CHANGES IN EXTE-NT OF PALMYRA PALM IN THE RICE-FIELDS 
FROM 1966 TO 1974 ALONG THE EAST-WEST TRANSECT FROM 

BAN BO DAENG TO BAN TIIA IIIN-SATIIING PIIRA DISTRICT 

(Fro111 acriill phologrnph, takm in 19(-.<, and 1974. sctlc 1 : 50.IXI)). 

turally limited, and up to now no irrigat io n scheme has allowed the practice 
of a second rice crop during the dry season. Secondly in the Southern region 
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as a whole, Sathing Phra is the only district in which rubber is totally absent, 
because of a very constraining soil/water interaction. Classificd as a poor 
district by the National Economie and Social Dcvelopmcnt Board, this area 
has been isolated from the dominant transformations and regional speciali
zations which have occured in the country during the last three decades. 

Now that it is placed in its spatial (agro - ecological zonation and re
lationships with the national environment) and historical contexts-, the analy
sis of the process of differentiation among the local APS can be carricd out. 

HOW TO WORK OUT A TYPOLOGY OF THE APS 
BASED ON THE ANALYSIS OF IHEIR FUNCilONING 
AND HISTORY 

The above - mentioned recent technical and socio - economic changes 
Ied to a differentiation among the APS. The extent of the process is best 
evaluated by working out a typology of the farmers based on their economic 
objectives and global strategies to achieve them. To do so, according to the 
natural and socio ~ economic resources available, a good knowlcdge of the 
logic of farmers technical choices (both their strategical and tactical decision 
making processcs) is needed. The basic hypothesis which is made herc is that 
problems to be solved at the household level will differ according to the type 
of APS we are dealing with. lt is clear that, this research work is strongly 
development oriented. 

1. The choice of a limited sample of APS to be analysed. 

A basic principle when building this sample is to search for the maxi
mum diversity of cropping or animal raising systems to be included in it. This 
is usually not possible with the existing formai information. For such a pur
pose, secondary transccts can be used. They are usually perpendicular to the 
primary transect which crosses the bio - physical heterogeneity of the milieu. 
lnside a single agro - ecological unit, the sccondary transcct is used to inven
tory the various itineraries of techniques, cropping and animal raising systems 
performed by the farmers. Then, in the same agro - ccological unit, we make 
the assumption that a significant difference in farmcrs' practices reveals dif
ferrent types of functioning of their APS. These inventories of farmcrs' 
practices have to be carried out in the main artificialized units. Then the 
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sample of APS is built in order to comprise ail this diversity of existing tech
niques, without any concern about statistical representativity of the selccted 
group of farms. 

At the same time, the secondary data describing the local charaetcris
tics of farm structures, whieh are provided by the ~ost recent agricultural 
census available, allows us to vcrify that the sclccted limitecl sample covers 
the whole range of variability of these agrarian structures. For examplc, the 
constitution of the sample of 10 APS surveyed in Sathing Phra district in 
J 982 - 83 is presented in Table 1 

2. How to analyse the functioning of the selccted APS. 

The goal of the analysis of the functioning of the APS is to group them 
into a Iimitecl number of types having similar socio - economic objectives. 
We call this classification a functioning typology because it is basecl on an 
understanding of the logic of the farmers' management of their productive 
rcsources. To work out such typology, the following steps couic! be followecl: 

2.1 lnventory of the means of production and historical account of the 
APS. 

The whole set of productive resources available on the farm is des
cribed during an informai interview and a tirst tour of ail the farmers' plots 
which can be locatecl on a farm map, in their respective agro - eeological units. 
When recorcling the history of the APS, the principal technical changes iden
ti Fied are related to important strategical decisions macle by the farmcr (scll 
cattle and buy a hand - tractor, rent a four - wheel tractor to till the paddies 
and continue to tap the sugar palms during the pre - humicl season in order 
to increase cash income, ... ). This dynamic approach of the APS is com
pleted by a discussion about the farmer's projects for the near future. At the 
end, a fïrst picture of the global evolution of the farm situation can be workecl 
out (accumulation of means of production or only maintenance of the same 
level of productive resourccs, degradation of the productive potential, etc.). 

2.2 Monitoring of the management of the APS along a complcte culti
vation cycle. 

In order to monitor the farmers' management of their APS, ail the 
plots are visited with the produce_r at key periods of the main crop cycle. Thus, 
in Sathing Phra area, six visits took place during the rice growing season, 
from July 1982 to March 1983. So, direct observation of farmers' practices 
and their effects on the crop population was carried out at land p~eparation 
and direct broadcasting, transplanting, weecling, water control before and 
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during heading stage, and twice at harvest time which is very staggcred here 

(tcns of varicties are grown, with cycle of very different length , from 4 to 7 
months; farmers harvest panicle by panicle with the small traditional knife or 

The data recordcd during these visits allowed the plot per plot , as-" kae"). 
sessment of soi! and labor productivities according to the various itineraries 
of techniques pcrformed by the producers. At th is stage, the discussions with 
the farmers aim a t understanding their tactical decisions when they have to 
make technical choices. l For such a purpose, the articulation of ail the farm 
activit ies for the use of the limited productive resources has to be taken into 

lt has been consideration including the financial management of the A PS. 
demonstrated that the repetition o f such visits improved the quality of the 
recorded data. Direct observation of the phenomena with the farmer allows 
the researcher to compare farmers plans with his real practice and helps to 
reach, gradually, a good understanding of the APS internai coherence. The 
strategy chosen by the former in order to achieve his objectives is identified 
whercas the constraints and bottlenecks wh ich ·11amper their realization can 

be graded. 

2.3 Analysis of the data recorded du ring the invento ry survey and the 

monitoring of the APS management . 

Analysis o f the recorded data is also a graduai process taking place 

after each visit to . the farmers. At 'each key level the objectives are as follows : 

- cropping system level : to understand th e logic of farmer's choice of 

itineraries of techniques, especially their degree of adaptation to the local 
conditions of production and the variability o f their per formances in dif-

ferent bio - physical environments. 

- APS as a whole : to identify farmers' economic objectives and global 

strategy to realize thcm; to grade the constraints which impede a better func-

tioning o f the A PS towards such objectives. 

- Agrarian systems level : to ex pla in and measure the extent of the pro-
cess of socio - economic differentiation among the producers; to characterize 

simply each main type of A PS and evaluate the size o f each group of fanns 
having similar objectives and global strategy; to understand their interrelations 
as well as their links with the o ther non - agricultural sectors of the social 

formation. 

1. It is at this stage that several crop situations are sclected for the agronomical survey. ln 
thesc plots, the effects of farmers' practices on growth and developmcnt of the crop are evaluatcd. 

See Yves CROZA T's article below. 
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Table 2 : The diversity of cultural practices in rice among ten farmers in 
Sathing Phra district (1982-83 crop year, 158 plots surveyed). 

!CULTURAL PRACTICE 
VA RIETAL CIIO ICE C ROP WEEDING l'ERT ILI ZER 
(number of variclics) IMPLANTATION* (days/ha) kg 16-20-0/ha 

AEU 4 and 5 = highcr 
paddics on coastal 3 
sand ridgcs. 

AEU 9 = dccp water 

ricc. paddies on vc ry 7 
claycy soils. 

AE U 7 and 8 = medium 

to highe r paddies on ve ry 19 
claycy lo sandy - clayey 

soils. 

/ = direct dry - seedcd broadcasting 
3 = (nursery - pu/Jing) - lmnsplanting 

1, 3, 4 0 to 80 0 to 2(KJ 

! , 3 0 to 125 I()(J to 500 

1, 2, 3, 4 0 to 190 0 lo 41 5 

2 =. broadcasting of pre - gcnninatcd sccd, on muddy soi/. 
4 = on/y partial/y pu//cd nursery. 

At each of these three levels, agronomie data are matched with infor
mation of a socio - economic nature : the technical facts observed are related 
to the interests of each of the social groups of farmers identified. 

3. A case study : the adaptation of farmers'practices to various bio
physical environments in Sathing Phra paddyfields. 

When monitoring the JO selected APS in 3 villages of Sathing Phra 
area, a very large number of itineraries of techniques performed by the far
mers ha~ been found (Table 2). 

As this high variability of farmers' practices is mainly due to a blow by 
blow type of decision making because of the Jack of efficient water contrai, it 
is easy to undcrstand that in such situation the adoption by the producers of 
the single standard itinerary of techniques which is prooosed by the extension 
service quickly reaches its lim its. But new, more adapted, ways to improve 
the local rainfed rice crop could be identified by studying the logic of the 
existing farmers' itineraries of techniques. For such a purposc, bath the 
constraints of the physical environment and the farmers' access to various 
production factors have to be ta ken into consideration 

Constraints of the physical milieu 

Availability of socio - economic 
production factors 

Two examples are given below. 

Farmer's Tactical choice 

strategy of practices 

-::r 
I'!> 
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3.1. The logic of Sathing Phra farmcr's practices for ricc implantation. 

ln a physical environment characterized by a vcry constraining soil-watcr 

interaction, rice implantation is traditionally carried out from July to November. 
The Jogic of farmers' technical decisions is shown in Table 3. It is clear that 
the limited availability of certain production factors according to the type 
of farm we arc dealing with is an important source of variation of the observed 
itineraries of techniques. Added to the constraints of the natural environmcnt, 
the scarcity of specific production factors is an esscritial consideration in 
attempting to explain farmers' strategies and tactical technical choices. The 
difficulties cncountered by the farmers in carrying out their practices in the 
best possible conditions can also be fully understood. 

For example, the data provided in Table 3 show clearly that the adop

tion by the farmers of the itinerary of techniques proposed by the extension 
service (transplanting of RD 5 or 7 varieties at 25 clays, t wo applications of 
16-20-0 and urea fertilizers, chemical control of stem borer, good control of 
the water level, harvest by sickle and th-reshing in· the field) is only carriecl out 
on a limitecl number of well - drained plots . To be adopted, it bas also to fit 
with the farm equipment (mechanization of land preparation) and the objec
tives of the farmers, that is to say, to maximise both labor and soil producti
vities on these plots (their respective recorded levcls were 47 kg of paddy/ day 
of labor and 3.8t/ha, in comparison with the mean paddy yicld of l .9t/ ha 

observed that year in the district). 

3.2. Rationality of farmers' practices to control wild rice (Oryza pcrcn-

nis) : 
The farmers' strategy to limit wild rice infestation in their dry - seecled 

broadcasted paddies is shown in Figure 7 and bas been presented in more 

detail elsewhere (Trebuil et al., 1984). Already common in the uncultivated 
swampy areas several decades ago, wild rice is now the most dreaded weed . 
Farmers report an increase in the severity of its infestation in spite of the 
multiplication of the weed control practices carried out by the producers. 
With sometimes up to 200 days of tabor per hectare for hand wced1ng, or no 
harvest at ail because of a too high level of infestation of the plot, these far
mers practices achieve very limitèd results white keeping labor productivity in 
broadcastecl paddics at a very low level. The reccnt changes in the farms eco
nomic environment (particularly the growing availability of more profitable 
and Jess irksome job opportunities) and the related differentiation among the 
local APS have led to a situation where the number of farms with cattlc hercl 
and low opportunity cost of the tabor during the rainy season is decreasing 
steadily. Now, even on such farms, the wearisome band wceding of ail the 
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plots cannot be completcd cvcry year. They arc, more and more surroundcd 
by othcr types of APS in which cither non - ricc activitics are dominant or 
hand wccding of numcrous plots is ncglcctcd . This is bccausc an "extensive" 
strategy has been chosen on largest farms wherc wage tabor is scarce, or a 
competition for labor is taking place if the farmer has decided to transplant 

his best loqted plots. 

This example shows that a global understanding of the evolution of 
the cropping and agrarian systems is useful when searching for an adapted 
solution to a technical problcm such as wild rice control. lt is clear here that 
different itineraries of techniques have to be imagined, according to the varied 
farmers' management strategies and availability of productive resources, in 
order to propose adapted solutions to each group of APS which cohabit in 

this area. 

4. Elaboration of a lypology of APS bascd on thcir functioning and 

history. 
During the analysis of the functioning of the various selected APS, 

the esscntial information is gradually summarizcd in diagrams which display 
the farm internai cohercncc. While doing thcsc diagrams, APS having simi
lar functionings, i.e. cconomic objectives and global strategy to achieve them, 
are grouped togcther in a limited number of types of farmcrs (Table 4) . For 
each type of APS, its principle structllral constraints to a bettcr achievemcnt 

of the farmer's objectives are underlined. 

When it is possible, such qualitative classification of the APS can be 
translated into a more quantitative presentation of the typology (Table 5) 
to do that, a limited number of pertinent criteria have to be identified in order 
to dcscribe each type of APS and display their differenccs . They cannot be 
selected a priori, but to be relevant they have to be chosen at the end of the 
analysis of the functioning of each main eategory of APS. 

Among them, synthetic indicators can be used to measure the size of 
each group of farms (Figure 8). These indicators are also useful in the field in 
order to relate quickly any farm to one of the types of the typology. They 
can also be used to dclimit socially the domain of extrapolation of a new pro

mising itinerary of techniques for example. 

The prescntation of the functioning typology can be adapted in order 
to facilitate the transfer of the results of the diagnosis to the institutions in 
charge of agricultural development and planning (Table 6) . 
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Table 5, Differentiation among the APS in Sathing Phra area for several relevant 
characteristics. 

(Legend : - = none, + = not important, + + important , + + + = very important) 

!TYPES OF AGRICëL TURAL PROD<.:CTION SYSTEMS= 

LABOR . 
l - Numb<:r of hec1arcs culti~·a1cd pcr 

econo mi<:ally active pClson in the 
housch0ld : 

:? - % o i hired labor in ,1gricultural 
production : 

3 - G lobal labor productiviiy in rice 
(kg paddy/day o f work ) 

LA~D : 

4 - % of the cu ltiva1cd area o wncd 
wilh forma! land 1itle (no so 3) : 

CAPITAL · 
5 - Equipment for land prcparation : 
6 - % investments + inpuls in agricul

lurC'ifamity consumption + savings : 

RICE CROPPING SYSTEM , 
7 - "/11 of the rk c growing ::irca p!anted 

with rccommended varietics : 
8 - Importance of hand wecding in 

b roadcas1ed paddie~ ; 
9 - "/u of the total nec harvest commer· 

cialized : 

Af',;IMAL REARl 1'G SYSTEM : 
llJ - ln1cnsive (hicken or duck raisin2 : 
! 1 - Swine : -
12 - Caule . 

PALt-.f SUGAR PRO DL:CTION 

A 

0 - 0.5 

15 

19· 24 

0 · 65 

None (o r oxcn) 

lll- HIC() * 

+ + 

- 1 + + ,t 

0.6 - o.~ 

1). 1 

Il · 15 

r-tl-'
0

HXJ 

Oxen or hand-tractor 

20 · 30 

!J;•I) 

S · (90) * * 

C 

u.~. 1.2 

1 - 5 

22-:m 

lllU 

Hand-tractor 

\(..M;J,,.. l OC)() 

50 - 90 

4fl . 50 

* If intensive chick.en or duck raising. * * .\Jassive sales of srored paddy ro pay for the purchase of a piece OÎ land. 

Source Monitoring of a sample of 10 APS in Sathing Phra district in 1982-83 crop year. 

D 

> 12 

16 - 3,1 

20 · 26 

J(J(l 

Hand-tractor. Oxen 

,o 

20 · 30 

50 

Figure 8. Frequency of the types of Agricultural Production Systems according to the land/ 
labour ratio. 
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A 

(60%) 

3 

1 
1 

: B 
r---: 
f (20%) ! 
1 1 

1 
1 
1 

C 

( 15 %) 

8 

D ---------------
(5%) 

10 

Types of 
Aç;ricwltura/ 
Production 
Systems 

(/requencyj 

20 more !han 30 
Number o/" 'ratleconomica!/y active person / / rai = 0.16 fta/ 

Adapted from the data recorded among 2029 households in 4 Tambon of Sathing Phra 
district by the agrcultural extension officer in 1982-83 . 
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Table 6. Simplificd prescntation of the typology of APS in Sathing Phra 
area for the planning of dcvclopment actions (samc legcnd as 
Table 5.) 

TYl'ES OF M,i< ICULT U R/\1. 

PRODLJCl'JON SYSTFMS 
i\ B C 1) 

1 DENTI FI CATION N umhcr of rai cul1ovakd 

pc r •Kliv,.: .1> RIJ\ :" > RIA > .1 X> RI/\> ) ~ll> IVA> X 

pcn,L1n = RIA 

IMPORT ANCE o r RICI: PRODUCTION + ++ + 1-++ 

- Equipn11.:n 1 lor l;111d prc.:p ;ir.11 ion : 1111111: 0 .x,.:n/1 Land ! land-

1rarh1r 
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CATEGORY IN Til [ DISTRICT : 

PROPOSITION OF A QUALITATIVE MO DEL 01•' THE 
EVOLUTION OF THE AGRARIAN SYSTEMS : 

The elaboration of such a mode! is based on the cvaluation of the role 
of each type of APS in the local relations of production and exchange. The 
likely cvolution of each catcgory of APS is also forccastcd. 

1. Identification of the main rclationships between diffcrcnt types of 
APS and their economic environment. 

In the case of Sathing Phra area, thcsc principal interactions betwcen 

types of APS, which arc essential for a good undcrstancling or the functioning 
and evolution of the agrarian systems, are shown in Figure 9. In the diagram, 

the modes of circulation, concentration and clispossession of certain agricul
tural factors of production are displayed . The nature of the links bel wccn the 
categorics of APS and their economic environmcnt is also illustrated. 

2. Analysis of the capacity of the different ty1>es of APS to maintain 
and continue to operate in the future. 

Three Lools are used to evaluate such capacity 

- The historical account of the APS. 
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Figure 9. Relevant interactions betwcen types of APS and .relations with 
the other economic sectors in Sathing Phra area. 
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- The evaluation of the use and maintenance of the farm productive 
resources (soil fertility, financial results, ..... ) which is carried out aflcr the 
monitoring of the management of the APS during an annual cycle. 

- A judgement on the feasability of farmer's projects. 

The theory on the evolution and differentiation of agrarian systems is 
then used in order to interpret the data . Particularly, the pertinence of the 
contradictory process of concentration - modernization for some farmers 
and crisis - elimination for the others is tested (Mazoyer, J 981). Theoreti
cally, this process occurs continuously for a Jess important number of farms 
which are able to go beyond an accumulation threshold. As the level of this 
threshold is determined by the evolution of theJabor productivity in the other 
sectors of the cconomy, it is increasing with the time. 

in Sathing Phra area, where the number of "rai" cultivated per cco
nomically active member of the household allows the differentiation of our 
types of APS, the level of the threshold in J 982 - 83 cou Id be Iocatecl some
wherc around 1,25 tons of paddy per family worker (Figure JO) . That is to 
say above the limit between APS types A and B 

When analysing APS belonging to the type A, no accumulation of 
means of production can be detected. But it is clear that thcir elimination 
has been strongly restrained by the reccnt expansion of palm sugar produc
tion. The traditional organization of this activity guarantees the full employ
ment of the family labor on the majority of the small farms which have his
torically been dispossessed of paddy land (Trebuil et al., J 983). But in 
the absence, until these last years, of any improvement in the techniques of 
production of palm sugar, the labor productivity in this activity remains Iow. 
On the other hand, the recent multiplication of off - farm job opportunities 
attracts more the young labor force, which is often Iiberatcd to these new 
activities when the eiders disappear and the APS bas to be divided again. 

Case studies show that this could also happen in APS of the I3 type, 
which then gives birth to two or more types A . If the land is not divided among 
the household members, there is a greater chance to join the type C catcgory 
(in such situations, for example, sale of the cattle and purchase of a hand 
tractor is frequent). Type Bis a transitory category of APS which can move 
on both sides of the accumulation threshold according to what happens during 
the next step of the family cycle. 

Provided with enough means of production (land accumulation, 
mechanization, ..... ) as well as the support of institutions for technical assis
tance and agricultural credit, the APS belonging to the C and D types are 
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specialized rice - based systems. As they are able to reach a higher level of .. 
Iabor productivity in ricc (Table 5), the process of transformation of the local 
agriculture is leading towards such APS. But this evolution is still restrained 
by both the Jack of an efficient system of water contrai in paddies (its realiza
tion would be very difficult because of the characteristics of the physical 
environment) and the vitality of the non - rice activities in the area which 
creates a lack of hired labor at key periods of the rice cycle. 

With such a mode! in hand and the knowledge of the priorities defined 
in the national policy for social and eeonomic development, topics for applied 
research in rural areas or extension (if an adapted solution Lo the problem 
is already availablc) can be selected. They will be adapted to the main local 
constraints identified and diversified because of the various types of APS 
found in the area . Thus, in Sathing Phra area, the improvement of palm 
sugar processing was a relevant topic for the Jess favoured A and B types of 
APS. It is also in agreement with the rural policy of poverty eradication, limi
tation of Jabor migration and promotion of cottage - industries. On the 
other hand, on - farm trials are conducted with farmers of types B, C and D 
in order to improve the methods of rice implantation and weed contrai in 
dry - seeded broadcasted paddies. 1 

CONCLUSION 

ln order to understand the technical and economic rationalities that 
command the functioning of the different kinds of APS in a small area, one 
has to look closely to the adaptation of existing farmers' practices to their 
local agro - ecological and socio - economie environments. The analysis of 
the recent ev.olution of these practices is also of considerable interest as has 
been shown in the case of Sathing Phra area. 

With the elaboration of a qualitative mode! of evolution of the agra
rian system, the diagnosis approach presented here reveals that the proposcd 
topics for adapted applied research or extension activities represent social 
stakes. Thus, in the present case of Sathing Phra area, they promote the 
maintenance of the agroecosystem and the cbnsolidation of the local agrarian 
structures by helping the Jess favoured APS to continue. They do not aim to 
increase soi! productivity or to select a minority of already more efficient 

1. For more details, sec the other articles illustrated by the Sathing Phra case study in the 
second and third parts of this book. 
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producers. By improving and optimizing the local productive resources, in 
preference to the more common import of standard technologies, this ap
proaeh contributcs to the definition of a more sustainable way of agricultural 
development. The proposed topics are, for example, characterized by a 

lowcr level of dependance on the outside world and a better ability to create 
rural employment. 
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